This weekend visit London Art Fair which plays host to the launch of the 2016 Catlin Art Guide; plus the announcement of the shortlisted artists, being nominated, for the Catlin Art Prize.

and offers a crucial platform for young artists to showcase work early in their career. A handful of the artists are then
future development.
The guide, in past years, has been an extremely diverse mix of contemporary art from a varied selection of universities, throughout the UK, giving a much needed view into the practice of students who might not encounter the same
exposure as those studying in London.

How do you feel about being selected for the Catlin Guide and possibly the prize?

work even hard.

be great to have that motivation and audience to tidy them up and start throwing more of my work out into the real
to be challenged.

How would you spend the prize money if you were to win?

aiming to share these stories.

Do you think publications and prizes like the Catlin Guide, are an important part of nurturing and developing young
artists?

and begin to engage with the real world and general public!

alleviate some of the struggle between earning a living whilst developing work.
Do you feel major art prizes, like The Turner prize, for example, are as relevant and as important as they once were?

praise and critique contemporary artists. The opportunities to communicate and spark conversations with others are
would struggle to be considered for major prizes.
The Turner prize is obviously still very esteemed, with a great history for widening the discussion around contempoand six second videos to galleries, bookshops and disused theme parks, as well as engaging with a myriad of differ-

Do you feel your art school training has equipped you well for being a professional artist and is it a necessary stage
in becoming an artist?

better to remain undeterred by the canon, trends and art-speak that school can instill.

artist and is being an artist becoming an endeavor of the privileged?

a privileged culture, whereas those who have to invest more time in working and surviving day-to-day will struggle

The idealist in me wants to believe that with technology becoming more ubiquitous and internet access and quality
increasing world wide there are more underrepresented voices being taken seriously than ever. There are less gate-

myself being happy permanently based in one.

entire culture of sampling) resonate with me. The idea of reworking existing material and concepts, already loaded

Where do you ideally see yourself in 5 years time?
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